One-on-One Tutoring

Consultations help writers achieve their goals for any type of writing at any stage of the process. During consultations, writers may receive assistance decoding assignments, brainstorming ideas, outlining, drafting, revising, and formatting. Appointments last up to 45 minutes, and are available to DSC and UCF students as well as DSC alumni, staff, and faculty. In addition, faculty may volunteer their expertise as tutors in the Writing Center while meeting their Student Support Goals.

Virtual Tutoring

Both Daytona State College and University of Central Florida offer a wide variety of online and hybrid classes. Students taking these classes can visit our Writing Center locations, but are also invited to consult one-on-one with a Writing Specialist using web-conferencing software.

In-Class Intros

A representative of the Writing Center will attend any course section to outline the services offered and answer any student questions. Check our website for details.

Content-Specific Workshops

Writing Specialists will work with you to create specialized content for your classes to address both general and specific topics, ranging from formatting and rhetorical awareness to résumé writing and literary analysis. Meet your Student Support Goals by collaborating with us on workshops. Please notify the Writing Center in advance so the workshop presenter can prepare accordingly, and visit our website for workshop ideas.

Reservable Space

All of DSC’s campuses feature a Writing Center computer lab and walk-in study areas, and the Daytona Campus Writing Center offers reconfigurable learning space for classes, meetings, presentations, workshops, and exploration.
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To inquire about any of our services, email CWC@daytonastate.edu or call (386) 506-3297
**Supplemental Instruction**

**Writing Fellows:**
The Writing Center can help turn one of your exemplary students into a Writing Fellow, a peer tutor who is embedded in your class to offer additional peer-writing support to your students in and outside of class. The fellow will have already performed well in the course, and will benefit from Writing Center practice during the semester he or she is working with you. You can meet your Student Support Goals by exploring our WAC/WID program and enlisting the services of a Writing Fellow.

**Writing Workshops:**
You can work with a Writing Specialist to create a calendar of small group workshops for your students outside of class to further develop their communication skills and help meet your Student Support Goals.

**Online Embedding**
Writing Specialists can be embedded in a course and have a dedicated discussion board where students can pose quick-help questions. Writing Specialists respond with advice and suggestions for helpful, relevant resources. This semester-long commitment is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

**Writing Center Website & Social Media**
The Writing Center’s website provides information pertaining to the Center, including the hours and contact information for each location. The site also makes our workshops and handouts readily accessible to students, alumni, faculty, and staff. Visit the ‘Faculty Resources’ and ‘WAC/WID’ tabs for professional development and collaborative classroom opportunities. The Writing Center is also active on social media platforms (Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook, and Twitter) to share information about DSC and relevant writing resources.
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